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ULYSSES
James Joyce
The plot
Ulysses tells the story of a day in the life of advertising salesman Leopold Bloom.
During this day three main characters wake up, have various encounters in Dublin, and go to sleep eighteen
hours later.
The central character, Leopold Bloom is Joyce’s common man. During his wanderings he meets the indigent
writer Stephen Dedalus (he is considered Joyce alter ego).
Stephen becomes momentarily Bloom’s adopted son: the alienated common man rescues (salva) the
alienated artist and takes him home (e lo porta a casa).
At home there is Molly, the Bloom’s wife, a voluptuous singer who is planning an afternoon of adultery with
her music director.
The relation to Odissey
Ulysses is related to Homer’s great epic the Odissey. Joyce used the Odyssey as a framework for his book,
arranging its characters and events around Homer’s heroic model, with:
Bloom as Ulysses;
Stephen as his son Telemachus;
Molly as the faithful Penelope.
Ulysses is divided into three parts, imitating the three parts of Odyssey.
The setting
The set is in Dublin, in the street that Joyce knew, in the house that he knew and in the pub he had
frequented. He made the very air of Dublin, the atmosphere, the feeling, the place. Consequently, Dublin
becomes itself a character in his novel.
The mythical method
Joyce’s method is a new form of prose based on the “mythical method”. This allowed (ha permesso) the
author to make a parallel (di fare un parallelo) with the Odyssey.
Joyce wanted to write a “modern epic prose” and he achieved (ha realizzato) a new form of realism.
The representation of human nature
Stephen Dedalus, Ms Bloom and Mrs Bloom represent different aspects of human nature:
Stephen is pure intellect;
Mrs Bloom represent sensual nature and fecundity;
Mr. Bloom is everybody, the whole of mankind (l’intera umanità).
Joyce’s prose
Joyce combined several methods to present a variety of matters (stream of consciousness technique, the
cinematic technique, flashbacks, suspension of speech, etc) creating the so-called “collage technique”,
quite similar to the techniques used by the cubist artist who depicted (che raffigura) a scene from all
perspectives (tutte le prospettive).
Joyce use the interior monologue and there are two levels of narration:
One external to the character’s mind;
The other internal with the character’s thoughts flowing freely (con i pensieri del personaggio che
fluiscono liberamente) without any interruption coming from the external world.
The language is rich in images, contrasts, paradoxes, symbols etc. He use also the slang, nicknames, foreign
words, literary quotations and allusions to other texts.

